
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: !!!
Rhythm X Productions Provides Custom Performances With Online Booking Available !
DAYTON, OHIO (May 23, 2014) - Rhythm X, Inc., the Ohio-based music education and performance 
company, is working to meet a steady demand for customized performances outside the competition 
arena. Today, a website was made available to make inquiring of and scheduling events more 
accessible. The company, which started as the competitive Rhythm X Percussion Ensemble in 2002, 
has produced ensembles to perform at many events outside of competitive and educational settings. 
Most recently, Rhythm X Productions sent a full-size drumline to a large corporate event in Columbus, 
Ohio where they set a Monday Night Football atmosphere for the pro-football-themed event. !
The new website - located at rhythmx.org/productions - outlines the features of the production 
process, includes a form to schedule or ask about an upcoming event, and lists contact information to 
make hiring Rhythm X easier. According to the website, performances produced by the program are 
staffed with experienced performers and customized for any event by the design team of the Rhythm 
X Percussion Ensemble.  !
About Rhythm X !
Rhythm X, Inc. is a music education and performance company located in Dayton, Ohio. The company 
is a 501(c)3 non-profit company providing quality music education through clinics and performances 
around the world. The Rhythm X Percussion Ensemble is the highly successful performance unit of the 
company. Made up of fifty of the finest percussionists in the country and abroad, the group travels the 
Midwest each year on a performance and educational tour. In April 2014, Rhythm X, Inc. announced 
plans to launch The X Academy, a new educational program featuring a first-of-its-kind website with 
live lessons, an etude library, and a series of educational videos. The X Academy will host all 
educational events hosted by Rhythm X, Inc. during its 2015 year. !
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Mike Scott 
Operations Director  
mike@rhythmx.org  
140 Eagle Point Dr.  
Rossford, OH 43460  
(419) 343-3793


